The problem we considered in our study is related with purchasing the product components from the most appropriate suppliers, at the most economical prices, producing in the most appropriate quantities, storing the produced items in the most appropriate quantities and delivering the products to the customers from the distribution centres considering the size of the defect between echelons according to supply chain network (MMDSCN). The MMDSCN system was formed with the mixed integer linear programming by LINDO. The heuristics and MMDSCN system were modelled by ARENA 4.0. Simulation experiments showed that the proposed H2 heuristic outperformed the H1 heuristic.
Introduction
The supply chain system that has defects in at least one echelon is called multi-echelon defective supply chain (MDSC) system. In real life, there are defects in most supply chain systems. In practice, most supply chain systems are multi-echelon supply chain systems. The problem we considered in our study is based on lot sizing with supplier selection problem in multi-echelon multi-product defective supply chain network (MMDSCN).
Nowadays, costs of purchasing of raw materials and components form supplier are very important. Selecting the -sizing decisions are critical to the efficiency of production, inventory and supply chain systems, it is very important to determine the right lot sizes in order to minimize the overall cost. In this paper, examining the increasing importance of MMDSCN, we combine the lot-sizing problem with supplier selection in MMDSCN. The main contribution of our study is extending the single-item problem to multi-item.
The first study on lot sizing with supplier selection problem has been done by Basnet and Leung. They examined multi-supplier, multi-product, multi-period order size scenarios in their studies (Basnet and Leung, 2005) .The first lot sizing in connection with supplier selection problem in the MDSC network. It was accepted that there was a -stage mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model under material requirement constraint was developed.
supplier selection problem in the multi-product multi-echelon defective supply chain network by a case study from automotive industry. He modelled this network by MILP first time in the literature. He gives detailed literature a). In this paper we by simulation of MMDSCN with ARENA 4.0 simulation software. The heuristics compared with each other by considering different coefficients of variation, service levels, and deviation from lower bound. The numerical results of simulation study are presented, in detail.
Problem definition and formulation
We investigated the multi-echelon multi-product defective supply chain network of X firm (6 suppliers, one factory, 3 DCs and 3 customers groups) in Kayseri which produces chairs. We dealt with Benny1 (P1) and Maksim (P2) chairs as products in our study. The chairs have four components, as total six different main components. Each of components has two suppliers in Kayseri. The chairs are produced in Kayseri factory. This factory has 30000 units capacity and 20000 Euro for fixed operating costs both of two products. The factory has 5 euro production cost for P1 and 7 euro production cost for P2. The firm has 3 DCs (Kayseri Turkey, Tehran Iran and Paris France). We assumed that there are three groups of customers which are in the same country of distribution centres. Our problem system. Basically, there are five kinds of costs involved in this problem: purchasing cost, transportation cost, production cost, fixed operating cost and lost sale cost. The objective function is to minimize the total cost of MMDSCN system and all intermediate variables are the functions of the decision variable. We assumed that all suppliers have finite capacities. Only one supplier must be chosen for each component. We assumed that lost sale cost is 1 Euro and there is no holding cost. The optimization of MMDSCN of firm X was carried out by using the LINDO program to determine the lower bound cost (LBC) according the realized demand in simulation runs.
Indices/Sets:
P Products I Suppliers. S Components. M Distributions Centres. N Customers.
Parameters: P p
The production capacity limits of factory for product p.
K mp
The capacity limits of distribution centre m for product p.
K sip
The capacity limits of component s of supplier i for product p.
C sip
The transportation cost of component s from supplier i to factory for product p.
SC sip
The purchasing cost of component s from supplier i to factory for product p.
C pm
Unit transportation cost of product p from factory to distribution centre m.
C pmn
Unit transportation cost of product p from distribution centre m to customer n.
F p
The fixed operating cost of factory for product p.
F mp
The fixed operating cost of distribution centre m for product p. Units of component s required to produce one unit of product p according to the product BOM.
U p
The average defect rate of factory for product p.
V mp
The average defect rate of distribution centre m for product p.
T sip
The average defect rate of supplier i for component s for product p. The expected demand of customer n with service level for product p. The expected demand of customer n for product p. The expected total transportation cost for product p. The expected total production cost for product p. The expected total cost of distribution centres echelon for product p.
The expected total cost of factories echelon for product p. The expected total cost of suppliers echelon for product p. The expected total cost for product p. The expected total cost.
Standard normal value corresponding to service level.
CV p
Coefficient of variation of demand for product p.
PC p
The production cost for product p LC p Lost sale cost for product p.
UD p
The The total units of components s purchased from supplier i for product p Y pm
The amount of product p from factory to distribution centre m.
Z pmn
Total units of product p distributed from DC m to customer zone n. The expected total units of components s purchased from supplier i for product p The expected amount of product p from factory to distribution centre m. The expected amount of product p from distribution centre m to customer zone n.
Binary Variable:
The objective function is net cost minimisation (Equation (1)). The objective functions and constraints of the model are listed below as:
In this study, we begin to make decisions from the customer echelon to the supplier echelon. We must predict realized demand. Forecasting errors lead to both stock outs occurring with unsatisfied demands and larger inventories being carried than planned. The introduction of safety stocks generates even larger inventories and also (AS)
Step 5 
Numerical Results
The demands of customers are assumed to be stochastic and normally distributed. Each parameter have two replications for each case. The solutions of heuristic for cases and mixed integer linear programming of supply chain system for lower bound are summarized in Table- , in order to, equation (11), (12) and (13).We calculate the deviation from the lower bound of the heuristics by equation (14) . We calculate the standard deviations of customer demand by equation (15) for generating realized demand in simulation runs. The comparative results of the heuristics are shown in 
Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we consider lot sizing with supplier selection problem in multi-echelon multi-product defective supply chain network with stochastic demand. Two heuristics are revised for the problem. For further research, new heuristics can be developed for the problem. Different factors can be used as new supplier selection criteria in model.
